
 

 

GSDL OF NSW MID NORTH COAST BRANCH           
  MEMBERS COMPETITION - SUNDAY 6TH AUGUST 2017 

JUDGE - MRS JENNY YUEN (VIC) 

JUNIOR BITCH (LSC) 
8  JAKNELL RUBY TUESDAY 2100459014   WHELPED: 03.07.2016 
  Sire: *Gerry v Schacher (Deu)    Dam: Jaknell Rolling Stone 
Above medium size, well boned, feminine bitch of good length. Feminine head. The neck set slightly 
erect. Level withers, slight peak in the back. Slightly short croup. The upper arm should be just a little 
longer and better angled. Pronounced hind angulation. Good fore and just slightly short under chest 
development. Steps slightly close at rear.  Good firmness of hocks.  Elbows yet to firm. During movement 
shows a balanced, ground covering gait where the reach could be a little freer. 
Very good 
 7  KUIRAU KRISTEN AZ 2100452957   WHELPED: 20.05.2016 
  Sire: *Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner    Dam: Kuirau Xquisite Lady 
Large, slightly stretched, feminine bitch. Feminine head where she could be just a little broader in skull 
and fore face. Slightly erect neck. High withers. Firm straight back.  Good croup. the upper arm should be 
slightly longer and better angled. Very good fore and  slightly short under chest development. 
Pronounced hind angulation. Stands and steps correctly both front and rear. The elbows should be 
firmer. During movement shows a ground covering gait where she is just a little elevated in front. 
Very good 
 
INTERMEDIATE BITCH (LSC) 
10  Ch SCHERZAR UPTOWN GIRL 2100445347  WHELPED: 04.01.2016 
  Sire: *Ch Toujour Beau Thunderstorm   Dam: Scherzar Ramblin Rose 
57cms Medium size, well boned, richly coloured and well pigmented, feminine bitch. Feminine head of 
good strength with very good dark masking. The neck could be slightly longer. Good withers. Straight 
back. Slightly steep croup of good length. The upper arm is of good length but should be just little better 
angled. Good fore and slightly short under chest development. Very good hind angulation. Steps slightly 
close at rear. Stands and steps not quite correctly in front. The hocks should be slightly firmer. During 
movement shows a balanced, ground covering gait where the reach could be a little freer.   
Very good 
 
OPEN BITCH (LSC) 
11  *EROICA DUCHESS OF YORK AZ  500084797        WHELPED: 26.11.2014 
  Sire: Conbhairen Lauser (UK)          Dam: *Ch Narathor Jazz Diva AZs  
60cms, Large, slightly stretched, very feminine, well boned bitch of very pleasing type. Lively, alert 
expression with very good dark masking. Slightly inward placed right ear. Very good length of neck, just 
set slightly steep. High withers. Firm, straight back. Good croup. Very good breadth of thigh.  The upper 
arm could be a little more angled.  Pronounced hind angulation. The pasterns are just slightly soft. Very 
good fore and under chest development. Stands and steps slightly close at rear, correct in front. The 
elbows should be tighter. During movement shows a powerful, far-reaching, expansive gait. Slight curl in 
the tail however it doesn’t detract from her overall impression and movement. 
Excellent 
 
BEST BITCH (LSH)     11 __ 
 
 
JUNIOR DOG (LSC) 
16  KARABACH NIGHT FORCE 3100341091  WHELPED: 15.04.2016 
  Sire: * Veneze Lutz (UK)    Dam: *Sadira Tillys Pepper AZ 
  Very good  
 



 

 

64cms Large, masculine, well boned male of very good colour and pigmentation. Masculine head. Not 

quite correct planes of the skull and fore face. Just slightly wide set ears. Good length of  neck.  High 

withers. Straight back. Very good length of croup. Strong broad thighs. The upper arm should be a little 

longer and  better angled. Pronounced hind angulation. Good fore and just slightly short under chest 

development. Stands and steps not correctly in front, close at rear.  Both hocks and elbows should be 

considerably firmer. During movement shows a very good, ground covering gait.  Presented in a little too 

heavy condition. Very good  

 
BEST LSC MALE          15       reserve 16 
 
INTERMEDIATE BITCH 
30  *KUIRAU INDELIBLE AZ  2100427450  WHELPED: 18.04.2015 
  Sire: *Xaro vd Plassenburg (Deu)  Dam:*Ch Kuirau Takiera 
60cms, Very large, feminine, well proportioned bitch. Very good head structure with very good ear 
placement and good masking. The eye could be darker. Good length of neck. High withers. Straight back. 
Slightly steep croup of good length. Good breadth of thigh. The upper arm should be little longer and 
more angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short under chest development. 
Stands and steps correctly in front and rear. The hocks should be a little firmer. During movement shows 
a balanced, ground covering gait where the back should be a little tighter knit.  
Very good 
32  KANTENNA VIRGINIA BLACK AZ 4100270561 WHELPED: 01.02.2016 
  Sire:*Juwika Destroyer (Den)   Dam:*Kanetenna Miss Underztood 
57.5cms Medium size, dry, firm, well coloured bitch exhibited out of coat. Feminine head where the eye 

could be darker. Very good dark masking. Very good ear set. Very good length of neck. Good withers, 

slight peak in the back. Slightly short croup of quite good angle. The upper arm should be a littler longer 

and more angled. Very good  hind angulation. Very good fore and under chest development.  Stands and 

steps correctly both front and rear. During movement shows a balanced, ground covering gait.Very good 

 
OPEN BITCH 
 
35  *KANTENNA MISS UNDERZTOOD AZ4100235139   WHELPED:27.09.2013 
  Sire: *Ch Orinnshir Elton John AZ  Dam: *Ch Kantenna Coz I Can AZ 
59cms Large,  very feminine, slightly stretched, well coloured, medium strong female. Feminine head 

with very good dark masking and very good ear set. Very lively and alert outlook. Very good length of 

neck. High withers. Firm, straight back. The croup should be a little longer and is slightly steep. The upper 

arm should be slightly  longer and better angled.  Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and under 

chest development. Stands and steps correctly both front and rear with good firmness of both hocks and 

elbows. During movement shows much enthusiasm with a powerful, far reaching, expansive gait 

maintaining a very clean over line.Excellent 

36  *BRIGENTI ICE FLAME AZ 2100399571  WHELPED: 12.01.2014 

                               Sire: *Ury v Zisawinkel (Deu)   Dam: *Karma v Schwarzaugen 

60cms Large, slightly stretched, very feminine bitch. Feminine head where the expression is spoilt a little 

by slightly large ears. The eye could be darker. Slight roman nose.  Good length of neck. High withers. 

Straight back. Just slightly steep croup that could  be just a little longer. The upper arm should  be a little 

longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and under chest development. 

Stands and steps correctly both front and rear.  During movement shows a powerful, far reaching gait 

where the back ligamentation should be a little tighter. 



 

 

38  *JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ 3100311547  WHELPED: 15.09.2014 
   Sire: *Ch Bluemax Salt    Dam: *Ch Jayshell Winona 
58cms Just above medium size, medium strong, very feminine bitch. Very good head with very good 

breadth of skull, very good  ear set, very good masking and dark eyes. Slight erect neck of good length. 

High withers.  Straight back. Good length and lay of the croup. Very good breadth of thigh. The upper 

arm should be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and under 

chest development. Stands and steps correctly front and rear. The elbows should be a little tighter. 

Presented in slightly heavy condition.  During movement shows a ground covering, expansive gait where 

the ligamentation of the back should be a little tighter. Excellent 

37  *JAKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY AZ 2100410263   WHELPED:26.05.2014 
  Sire: *Ch Orinnshir Elton John AZ  Dam: Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ 
57.5cms Medium size, feminine, well coloured and pigmented bitch. Very good head with desired dark 

eye and very good dark masking. Slightly large ears. The neck could be slightly longer. High withers. Firm 

back. The croup should be a little longer but is well angled.  The upper arm should be longer and better 

angled. Pronounced hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short under chest development. The 

pasterns are slightly upright. Stands and steps correctly both front and rear. The hocks should be a little 

firmer.  During movement shows a very good, ground covering gait maintaining a high wither.Excellent 

34 *KUIRAU CHAKIRA AZ 2100370676  WHELPED: 05.10.2012 
 Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg (Deu)  Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takiera 
59.5 Large, well -proportioned, strong yet feminine bitch. Feminine head and very good eye colour, very 

good masking and well set ears. Good length of neck. Good withers, slight nick behind. Firm back.  The 

croup is of good angle but should be slightly longer. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and 

under chest development. Stands and steps correctly in front, slightly close in rear.  During movement 

shows a powerful, ground covering gait maintaining good firmness in the back. She should present 

herself with more enthusiasm and willingness to run. Excellent 

33  *HILLMAGIC MISCHIEF AZ 2100036593  WHELPED: 20.01.2012 
  Sire: Ch Tais v Haus Alfabo (Deu)  Dam: Hillmagic Rogue 
62cms Oversize, feminine, slightly stretched bitch.  Feminine head with good breadth of skull, very good 

dark masking and good ear set. Slight roman nose. Slightly erect neck that should be longer. High 

withers. Straight back. The croup is slightly short and steep. Very good hind angulation. The upper arm 

should be longer and slightly better angled. Very good fore and under chest development. Stands and 

steps correctly in front, slightly cow hocked at rear. The hocks should be firmer. During movement  

displays very good, ground covering gait where she should be slightly firmer overall. Excellent 

 
BEST FEMALE 35    
 

JUNIOR DOG 
 
 
47  KUIRAU LION HEART AZ 2100034918  WHELPED: 01.06.2016 
  Sire: *Veneze Lutz (UK)    Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takeira 
64cms Well above medium size, masculine, just slightly stretched male. Masculine head with very good 

dark masking and well placed ears. The eyes should be slightly darker. Good length of  neck. High 

withers. Firm, straight back. The croup is slightly short and slightly steep. The upper arm should be little 

longer and more angled. Very good hind angulation. Good fore and slightly short under chest 

development. Stands and steps correctly at rear,  slightly narrow in front. Relatively  good firmness of  



 

 

hocks. During movement shows a balanced, ground covering gait maintaining a clean topline. Very good 

  

INTERMEDIATE DOG 
 
49  *JAYSHELL NEBRASKA AZ 3100348662  WHELPED: 04.12.2015 
  Sire: *Fremont Hells Bells AZ   Dam: *Ch Jayshell Winona AZ 
Double P 1 upper left. 64cms Well above medium size, convincingly masculine male.  Very good head 

and expression with desired dark eye, well placed ears, very good dark masking and very good breadth of 

skull. Very good length of neck. High withers. Firm back, slight peak. Slightly steep croup of very good 

length. Slightly short, slightly steep upper arm.  Very good fore and just slightly short under chest 

development. Stands and steps slightly wide at rear and not quite correct in front. During movement 

shows a balanced, ground covering gait maintaining a firm back. Very good  

48  *KUIRAU IVAN LENDL AZ 2100427447  WHELPED: 18.04.2015 
  Sire: *Xaro vd Plassenburg    Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takiera 
65cms Large, masculine, well coloured male. Strong, masculine head with good dark masking, dark eyes 

and good ear placement. The neck should be slightly longer. High withers, slight peak behind. Firm back.  

Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm is slightly short and slightly steep. Very good hind 

angulation. Very good fore and slightly short under chest development. Stands and steps correctly front 

and rear. During movement he shows balanced gait. Very good 

 
OPEN DOG 
 
52  *VAC-VAGVOLGYI JENKY (Deu) SZ 2100084572 WHELPED: 16.11.2012 
  Sire: *Yankee vom Feuermelder   Dam: Vac-Vagolgyi Janna 
64cms Well above medium size, strongly pigmented and coloured masculine male. Strong, masculine 

head with dark masking, dark eyes, good strength of the upper and lower jaw and good ear placement. 

The neck should be longer. High withers. Straight back. Good length and lay of the croup. The upper arm 

could be just a little longer. Very good hind angulation.  The feet are a slightly flat. Very good fore and 

under chest development. Stands and steps not quite correctly in front, a little close at rear. Both hocks 

and elbows should be slightly tighter. Shows a powerful, expansive gait during which, at times he lifts 

from the elbow. Excellent  

51  *Ch KUIRAU CASEY STONER AZ 2100370674 WHELPED: 05.10.2012 
  Sire: *Toby vd Plassenburg (Deu)  Dam: *Ch Kuirau Takiera 
66cms Large, medium strong, masculine male. Masculine head with very good dark masking, medium 

eye colour, very good breadth of skull and upper and lower jaw and good ear set. The neck should be 

slightly longer. High withers, slight peak behind. Firm back. Slightly steep croup of good length. The  

upper arm should be a little longer and better angled. Very good fore and just slightly short under chest 

development.  Pronounced hind angulation. Stands and steps correctly in front, slightly close at rear. 

Shows a powerful, expansive gait during which he has a tendency to high step in front.Excellent 

53  *Ch KELINPARK HELLUVA REBEL AZ 2100405484   WHELPED: 10.04.2014 
  Sire: *Indio di Casa Nobili (Ity)   Dam: *Kelinpark Sinnamon AZ 
Split upper left incisor. 66cms. Large, masculine, well coloured male. Strong, masculine head with very 

good masking, dark eyes, very good breadth of skull and very good strength upper and lower jaw. Not 

quite correct planes. Good length of neck. High withers, slight nick behind. Firm back.  Slightly steep 

croup of good length. Good breadth of thigh. The upper arm should be a little longer and more angled. 

Very good hind angulation.  Slightly soft pasterns. Good fore and just slightly short under chest 



 

 

development. Stands and steps correctly front and rear. Both hocks and elbows should be slightly 

tighter. During movement shows a powerful, far reaching, expansive gait maintaining a firm back that 

slightly peaks at times. Excellent 

54  *Ch AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 2100417901   WHELPED: 18.09.2014 
  Sire: *Xaro vd Plassenburg   Dam: Ambala Funky Miss 
  Bred by F Stokes, R & P Berechree  Exh Mrs J Eaton 
64.5cms Large, just slightly stretched, masculine male. Very good masculine head with very good breadth 

skull and very good dark masking. The neck could be slightly longer.  High withers. Straight back. The  

croup is of very good length but is slightly steep. Broad thighs. Slightly short, slightly steep upper arm. 

Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and just slightly short under chest development. Steps slightly 

close at rear with very good firmness of hocks.  Stands and steps east west in front. The elbows should 

be tighter.  Shown in slightly too heavy condition. During movement shows a balanced gait that should 

be more expansive and powerful. There was a lack of enthusiasm to perform. Excellent 

BEST MALE    __52__________reserve 51_        

 


